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                    1 Nov 10, 2010 9:53 pm

                

				


						iLKke

						Offline

				
						 Psydney, Australia

                



                
                    OK, so I've hacked goattracker to make it much more readable and hopefully also a tad better-looking:
[image: ]
You can download the exes here:
http://ilkke.pasmas.org/share/gtSkinjob.zip
Included are versions 1.53 and 2.71 in both 'mono' and 'stereo' variants. Let me know if you find them useful.
Also, a little question: Is there a way to make GT's window display more lines of text? I've seen screen shots with varying height, but I'm not sure if it's related to platform.

						Last edited by iLKke (Nov 10, 2010 9:54 pm)

                


                
			


	    
		

		
			

                
                    2 Nov 10, 2010 10:00 pm

                

				


						BR1GHT PR1MATE

						Offline

				
						 BOSTON

                



                
                    damn sexy replicants

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    3 Nov 11, 2010 3:53 am

                

				


						pixls

						Offline

				
						 Philly, PA, USA

                



                
                    pretty, downloading

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    4 Nov 14, 2010 10:49 am

                

				


						starpause

						Offline

				
						 San Francisco

                



                
                    purday yah

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    5 Nov 14, 2010 11:33 am

                

				


						gp2xkid

						Offline

				
						 germany

                



                
                    yeah, looks way better now. great! [image: smile]

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    6 Nov 14, 2010 11:01 pm

                

				


						nula

						Offline

				
						 Kladno, Czech Republic

                



                
                    good one! when you did it you could also make better GUI, serious mouse support etc :]

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    7 Nov 20, 2010 7:52 am

                

				


						Shiru

						Offline

				
						 Russia, Moscow

                



                
                    There are a lot of small changes could be done to improve the interface greatly. For example, dots instead of zeroes if there is no effect or instrument - for now it is could be really dfficult to see if there anything among all these zeroes.

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    8 Nov 20, 2010 10:07 am

                

				


						iLKke

						Offline

				
						 Psydney, Australia

                



                
                    Shiru wrote:There are a lot of small changes could be done to improve the interface greatly. For example, dots instead of zeroes if there is no effect or instrument - for now it is could be really dfficult to see if there anything among all these zeroes.


Tell that to Lasse [image: smile]
I agree there's room for improvement. Personally I'd prefer to use color to separate empty track data from notes or commands. Still I'd add column numbers in the sequence editor first.

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    9 Dec 5, 2010 1:40 pm

                

				


						ne7

						Offline

				
						 UK

                



                
                    thats very cool \o/ - have you sent it to Lasse yet?

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    10 Dec 5, 2010 2:15 pm

                

				


						an-cat-max

						Offline

				
						 astral cat

                



                
                    skinjob sounds kind of dirty.. :3

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    11 Dec 8, 2010 1:05 am

                

				


						Saskrotch

						Offline

				
						 Chicago IL

                



                
                    i had to google search gtSkinjob.zip before i opened it, to make sure i didnt have something super fucked up on my computer. this page is the only hit haha

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    12 Dec 8, 2010 2:33 am

                

				


						tadpole

						Offline

				
						 Seattle, WA

                



                
                    I like what you've done here - thanks!

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    13 Feb 9, 2011 9:17 pm

                

				


						???

						Offline

				
						 Retired

                



                
                    Yay!

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    14 Feb 27, 2011 10:03 am

                

				


						cTrix

						Offline

				
						 Australia

                



                
                    Awesome work.  LOL.  I must be on a version of GT at least 5 years old - what is with all those tables on the right hand side?! (off to get the new version)

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    15 May 7, 2012 4:44 am

                

				


						iLKke

						Offline

				
						 Psydney, Australia

                



                
                    cTrix wrote:Awesome work.  LOL.  I must be on a version of GT at least 5 years old - what is with all those tables on the right hand side?! (off to get the new version)


Chris, you're still on version 1.xx.
Actually many people opt for it because it's easier to use (4mat and Linde, to name a few)
Even if tables are not your thing you might want to try loading your old choons into gt2 (it'll convert all the instruments), as it has some nifty shortcuts that are missing from v1.

                


                
			


	
		

		
			

                
                    16 May 7, 2012 7:19 am

                

				


						Je Mappelle

						Offline

				
                



                
                    if i didn't forget how to use goatrkr everytime i closed the program, I would use this. good job.
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